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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ip(n) be the Euler totient function. In 1963, Walfisz [1] proved 
こ立 =~x+ O((logx)訂loglog x)り，
n 召
n<x 
which improved the trivial error term estimate O(logx) due to Mertens [6]. Recently, 
H. Q. Liu [5] improved Walfisz's error term estimate to 0((log x)百(loglog x)百）， i.e.
Liu succeeded in removing one log log x factor. He found that Walfisz's result was 
obtained through Vinogradov's classical combinatorial decomposition which produces 
not so efficient summation range for Type I sums and that Vaughan's identity for 
the Mobius function can produce a log log x improvement. It is rather surprising that 
no one pointed out this improvement before Liu. 
Walfisz's result (1) was generalized by Balakrishnan and Petermann [1, 7] to a wide 
class of arithmetic functions which behave similarly to the Euler totient function. 
(Note that Theorem 2 of [1] was withdrawn and a corrected version was given in [7].) 
Their result can be decomposed into two parts. The first part of their result gives an 
expansion for the mean value of arithmetic functions: 
Theorem A ([1, Theorem 1]). Let a be a complex number and 
00 
b(n) 
t(s) = L ns 
n=l 
be a Dirichlet series absolutely convergent for CJ > 1 —入 with some real number入>0. 
Define arithmetic functions a(n) and v(n) by 





for a > 1,where we take the branch of ((s + 1)°'by argく(s+ 1) = 0 on the positive 
real line. Then we have 
[Rea] 
こ叩）＝く(2)°'f(2)x十LAr (log X) a-r v(n) x -L 一ゆ—+o(l) 
n<x r=O n:Sy 
n し）
as x→ oo, where the coefficients (Ar) are computable from the Laurent expansion of 
く(s)"f(s)at s = 1,y = xexp(-(Iogx)百），ゆ(x)= {x} —ら and the Landau symbol 
o(l) depends on the assumptions of this theorem. 
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Thus the error term estimate now amounts to the estimate of the sum 
L v(n)心に），
n n n:'::y 
which is the second part of the result of Balakrishnan and Petermann. The error term 
estimate of Balakrishnan and Petermann [7, Theorem 1] is just of the type (1) so it 
is weaker than Liu's result [5]. Thus, it is a natural problem to improve the result 
of Balakrishnan and Petermann up to the level of Liu's result. It turned out that 
we cannot apply Liu's approach straightforwardly to the general setting since there 
seems to be no simple Vaughan-type identity for general arithmetic functions. The 
author [8, 9], instead, used some finer Vinogradov-type combinatorial decomposition 
to obtain the following result: 
Theorem B ([9, Theorem 5]). Let v(n) be a complex-valued multiplicative function 
such that there exists a real number C~2 satisfying the following three conditions: 
(Vl) lv(p) :; C for every prime number p, 
(V2) L lv(n)l2:::; ◎ (log研 (xz 4), 
n<x 
(V3) L lv(Pn+i) -v(四） I~C(logx)0 (x~4), 
Pn:S:x 
where Pn is the n-th prime number. Assume that a real number r;, ~0 satisfies 




for x~4. Then for x~4 and 0 > 0, we have 
L v(n) 心C)~-≪(log x) 3 (log log x) 3 , 
n n n:=;y 
where y :;xe-(logx)゜ andthe implicit constant depends only on 0, C and the implicit 
constant in the above condition (V). 
During the preparation of the preprint [8], the author found that Drappeau and 
Topacogullari [2] recently dealt with a similar problem on general combinatorial 
decompositions in a different context, the generalized Titchmarsh divisor problem. 
While the author's method [8] is based on Vinogradov's decomposition, Drappeau 
and Topacogullari prepared Vaughan's identity for generalized divisor function Ta(n) 
with rational a and applied the Lagrange interpolation to extend the result to general 
a. This method of Drappeau and Topacogullari is sufficient to deal with the setting 
in Theorem A, but at least for Theorem B, the author's method is available slightly 
wider class of arithmetic functions v(n). In particular, in the method of Drappeau and 
Topacogullari, we should approximate the arithmetic function by generalized divisor 
function, which is not possible in general for v(n) given as in Theorem B. 
Recently, Drappeau and Topacogullari gave stil another approach in the second 
version of their preprint [2]. Their new approach is based on Linnik's identity [4] 
and well-factorable property of smooth numbers. Although their new approach stil 
relies on the approximation via the generalized divisor function, this new approach 
now shares similar flavor with the author's method. In particular, the decomposition 
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into rough and smooth numbers in [9, (4.45)] may correspond to the decomposition 
F(s) = F(s, y)G(s, y) in the proof of the Linnik-Drappeau-Topacogullari identity [2, 
Theorem 3.3]. However, one significant difference is that in the author's argument, 
the sum over smooth numbers is estimated trivially by using well-known estimates 
on smooth numbers. Indeed, the well-factorability of smooth numbers has significant 
effects on the author's argument. This improves the author's argument when it is 
applied for the problems in which the size of cancellation is important. (We cannot 
see this improvement in Theorem B.) Also, we can simplify the author's argument: 
There is no need to take so long summation over v as in [9, (4.49)]. The author is 
now preparing the second version of the preprint [8] in which these improvements and 
simplifications will be implemented. So we refer rather [9] not [8] to cite the author's 
original approach. 
The author mentioned in the preprint [8] without details that we can apply the 
method of Drappeau and Topacogullari to our problem with slightly restricted range 
of v(n). In this note, we sketch this alternative proof of the special case of Theorem B. 
The special case of Theorem B in this note can be stated as follows. For a complex 
number a, let V(a) be a class of complex-valued arithmetic functions v(n) for which 
there exists a complex valued arithmetic function b(n) such that 
OO lb(d)I 
(2) v(n) = L b(d)ち (m) and D := L < +oo. 
d 
dm=n d=l 
Note that the function v(n) in Theorem A belongs to V(a). 
Theorem 1. Let a be a complex number and v(n) be an a直hmeticfunction from 
the class V(a). Then for x~4 and 0 > 0, we have 
L v(n)心に） ≪(logx尺 (loglog x)閏
n n 
n:S:y 
where yさxe―(logx)゜ andthe implicit constant depends on 0, a and D given in (2). 
By using the argument used in the proof of Theorem 6 in [9, p. 103] (cf. Lemma 2.2 
of [2]), we can reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to the case v(n) = Ta(n). Furthermore, 
by using the arguments in [9, p. 99-101], we can reduce the problem to the proof of 
the following lemma (where we use the notation e(x) = exp(21rix)): 
Lemma 1. For any real number A~1, there exists a real number B = B(A)~1 such 
that for any complex number a and any real numbers P, P', Q~4 with P s; P's; 2P, 
we have 
ぶち(n)e(名） ≪(P(logQ)-A+pい） (log Q)l<>l2+lal+9 
provided 
2 1 P~exp(B(logQ) 百 (loglog Q)り，
where the implicit constant depends only on A and a. 
2. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 







where the branch of ((s)"'is taken by argく(s)= 0 for s > 1. 
For a positive integer n > 1,we let Pmax(n) and Pmin(n) be the largest and smallest 
prime factor of n, respectively, and Pmax(n) and Pmin(n) be the largest and smallest 
prime power dividing n, respectively. As a convention, we let Pmax(l) = Pmax(l) = 1 
and Pmin(l) = Pmin(l) = +oo. 
If Theorem or Lemma is stated with the phrase "where the implicit constant de-
pends only on a, b, c, .. ", then every implicit constant in the corresponding proof may 
also depend on a, b, c, .. even without special mentions. 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS AND BASIC EXPONENTIAL SUMS 
In this section, we prove some preliminary lemmas. Most of those are just taken 
from [9] or some immediate consequence of lemmas in [9]. We start with some basic 
estimates on generalized divisor function. 
Lemma 2. For any complex number a and x~2, 
区因(n)I≪(logx)l"'I, どI(2 I<> T"'n) I≪x (log x) I , 
n n<x n<x 
where the implicit constant depends on a. 
Proof. See [9, Lemma 4.16]. 
?
We next recall some basic estimates for our current type of exponential sums: 
Lemma 3. Let P, P', Q~4 be real numbers with P :;P'::; 2P. Then 
P<~P'e (名） ≪Pexp(—噂芯勾）＋だQ-1,
where the implicit constant and the constant 1 > 0 are absolute. 
Proof. This follows by Vinogradov's mean value theorem. See [9, Lemma 4.3]. ロ
Actually, for the positive integral order divisor function Tk(n), our current problem 
is rather easy. It suffices to take convolutions of Lemma 3. This case will be the basis 
of the subsequent Type I sum estimates. 
Lemma 4. For any real number A~1 and any positive integer k, there exists a 
real number B = B(A, k)~1 such that for any real numbers P, P', Q~4 with 
P::; P'::; 2P, we have 
ぶ冗(n)e(~)«(P(logQ)-A + P2Q―i) (log Q/-1 
provided 
P > exp(B(logQ員(loglog Q)り，
where the implicit constant depends on A and k. 
Proof. We may assume P :; Q since if otherwise the assertion is reduced to the trivial 
estimate. Let B(A k) (k +)(/) : = 1 A 1 :l"with I in Lemma 3. We have 






di, …，dv-1:<oPk+l, dv>Pk+l 
e (di-~-dJ· 
Indeed, if there is a remaining term corresponding to the tuple (d1, .. , dk), then 
this tuple should satisfy d1, .. , dk:; P□ but this provides a contradiction P < 
i_ 
d1・ ・ ・dkさPk+1. For each v, we can rewrite S., as 
(3) Sv = L叫 d) L e Q/d , av(d) := 
m L i. 厨'm-(P/O,P•+,)<m<'.P'/0 ()'~::'ッ.~'.'":~ご
By applying Lemma 3 to the inner sum of (3) and recalling our choice of B(A, k), 
叫d)ふ ≪(P(logQ)-A十戸Q―1)L ≪(P(logQ)-A + p2Q―l)(logQ)k-1_ 
d 
dく2P
By summing up this estimate over v, we arrive at the lemma. 
?
We also recall the following Type I sum estimate. 
Lemma 5 (Type I sum estimate). For any real number A~1, there exists a real 
number B = B(A)~1 such that for any sequences of complex numbers 
A= (知）::°=u B = (出）~=l
and any real numbers P, P', U, U', V, V', Q~4 with 
P :SP':S 2P, U :SU':S 2U, V :S V':S 2V', 
we have 
? ???（ー??、 ? ? ー ?? ?????ヽ~??（ー? ??（ーー??






provided U, V~exp (B (log Q) i (log log Q)り， where
IAl2 =区 la』2, IBl2 =区|店12
U<u:S:U' V<v:'c::V' 
and the implicit constant depends only on A. 
Proof. This is a simple consequence of Lemma 3. See [9, Lemma 4.5]. ロ
4. EXPONENTIAL SUMS OVER SMOOTH NUMBERS 
In this section, we estimate exponential sums over smooth numbers. This is the 
arguments not included in the author's approach [9]. 
We first recall a technique on the separation of variables in bilinear forms. We use 
the form of the separation of variables given in Iwaniec-Kowalski [3, Lemma 13.11]. 
We start with a simple Fourier analytic lemma. 
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Lemma 6. For any△ 2 2, there exists a complex-valued function w(t) such that 
(4) f00 lw(t)ldt≪log△, -o 
where the implicit constant is absolute and 
(5) 
1 0 X it O (if X~Y), 
云low(t)し） dt= { 1 (サ去y'.SX'.Se―去y)
for any positive real numbers x, y. 
Proof. Let us define J(x) for x E民by
f(O ,~{。二。g △十去） (if -log△ :; ~:::; 一去），(if―去::;~:::; 0), (if -log△ ―去:::;~:::; -log△)， 
(if~:::; -log△ ー ¾orO::; ~)-
(Note that去:;log△ since△ 2 2.) We take w(t) by 
w(t) :=J (~) =£: f(~)e —i~td~. 
Note that f (~) is integrable over股， continuousand has bounded variation. Thus, we 
can apply the Fourier inversion formula to get 
(6) 土I:w(t) (;)'t dt = I:f(t)e (t log;) dt = f (10g;) 
Since 
X 1 1 X 
-log△ :; log ―こ——⇔ ~y :; X :;e―去y and log -;:= 0⇔ X ;:=Y, 
y △ y 
the inversion formula (6) implies (5). Thus, it suffices to show (4). 
By integration by parts, we can easily find 
△（△ it_l)(l-e墨）
w(t) = - -
so we obtain the estimate 
w(t)≪min (10g△，冑畜）．
Therefore, I: lw(t)ldt≪1 + :△ 亨＋△f△0農≪log△+ log log△ ≪log△・ 
This proves (4) and completes the proof. 
Then, we employ the separation of variables via the following lemma: 
Lemma 7. Let (au), (/3』， (h(u,v)) be sequences of complex numbers with 




and (xu), (Yv) be sequences of positive real numbers satisfying 
1 < Xu 
△ 一- - and Xuく Yv⇒ 凸::;e―去Yv Yv 




where the implicit constant is absolute. 
Proof. For any u and v, Lemma 6 and the assumption implies 
£: w(t) (~rt dt = {~ 悶：：：~:~:
Therefore, 
CX) it 




= 1= w(t) Lau叫~f3vy;ith(U, V)dt 
-(X) u,v 
≪(!= lw(t)ldt) sup Laux~f3vY~ → th(u, v) . 
-ex, tElR u,v 
By (4), we obtain the lemma. 
?
We shall decompose exponential sums over smooth numbers into some trivial sum 
and Type I sums. Note that similar trivial sum has been already seen in Vinogradov's 
decomposition [10, p. 187-188]. We first give a lemma for the Type I sum part. 
Lemma 8. Let f(n) be a multiplicative function and h(n) be an arithmetic function. 
Let P, P', w be real numbers with 4 :<P :< P':<: 2P and 2 :<w :< P. Then, 




1 1 1 1 P百w―2<u:SP百w百
知瓜h(uv), 
where the supremum is taken over real coefficients (au) and (ぬ） satisfying 
laul :; IJ(u)I and 1/3』:::lf(v)I 
and the implicit constant is absolute. 
Proof. For any positive integer n with 
P < n::; P', Pmax(n)::::; w, 
we have a unique decomposition 
1 1 1 1 
n = uv with P互wゴ<u::; P2wゴ Pmax(u)and Pmax(u) < Pmin(v). 
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Therefore, by using the multiplicativity of v(n) and setting 
咋：={! 心~)
c5v := {外~)
(if p½w• <u:SP丘—½Pmax(u) and Pmax(u) :S w), 
(otherwise), 
(if Pmax(v) :S w), 
(otherwise) , 
1 1 
we find that "Yu is supported only for P2 wつく u::;P2wぅand




1 1 1 1 P百w―う<u<P百w百
Pmax(u)<且nin(v)
加 6vh(uv).
Note that in the above sum, we have Pma.x(u)/Pmin(v)~l/P and 
p () 
P u l 
max U< P min (V) ===? 
max()
p () 
く 1- <e―p. 
min V Pma.x(v)― 
By applying Lemma 7 with au :=知瓜：＝心 Xu:= Pmax(u), 約：= Pmin(v) and 
h(u, v) := { h(uv) (if Pく仰：：：：： P'), 
0 (otherwise), 
we arrive at the lemma. 
We can now estimate exponential sums over smooth numbers. 
Lemma 9. Let v(n) be a complex-valued multiplicative function satisfying 
?
(7) L lv(n)l2≪x(logx)0 for x~2 
n<x 
with some real constant C > 0. Then, for any real number A~1, there exists a real 
number B = B(A)~1 such that for any real numbers P, P', Q, z with 
P,P',Qミ4, P :; P'::; 2P, z :;(2P)丸
we have 
ぶ v(n)e(~)«(P(logQ)-A+P~ い +Pz→)(logQ)°+~ 
Pmin(n):Sz 
provided 
P~exp(B(log Q) :l"(log log Q)百），
where the implicit constant depends only on A and a. 
Proof. We may assume that PさQand Q is sufficiently large. Let B1 (A) be the 
constant in Lemma 5 and for the current lemma, let B(A) := 4B1(A). 
We decompose the sum as 
: 二尺r.v(n), m~P . 苫区.+ I'.苫）>• ~ 区+Lu' say 
and consider the last two sums separately. 
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For the sum応，weuse Lemma 8 with w = z.Note that the conditionpmax(n)::; z 
can be translated to the multiplicative function f(n) of Lemma 8. Then, we get 
区≪(logQ) sup L 
P<uv:C::P' 
P2z―2 <u:C::P2 z2 
with the supremum given as in Lemma 8. The double sum on the right hand side can 
be decomposed dyadically into at most O(log Q) double sums of the form 
［青fa,~,e (且）
(8) 叫い（臼）
where U :S U':S: 2U, V :S V':S: 2V, UV :S2P and U, V > p½z—½> 2丑因>p¼for 
I I 1 1 （） large P since v = n u > P u~P豆―百 in 8 and we are assuming zさ(2P)百.Thus, 
by using the estimate IAI IIBII≪ 四(logQ)0 and our choice of B(A) in Lemma 5, 
区 ≪(P(logQ)-A+ p! い） (logQ)c+~. 
This completes the estimate for江
For the sum嘉， weuse a trivial estimate. By the Cauchy-Schwarz ineq叫 ity,
江«(ふlv(n)I')½(fミi/r(9) 
For the former factor, we can apply (7). For the latter factor, we use the following 
observation: For any positive integer n with Pmax(n)~z and Pmax(n) > z, there 
exists a prime power pv > z with v 2>2 dividing n. Indeed, supposing P max (n) = p久






L L l~P 
z<pv :'o2P P<n:'oP' 
V翌 Pvln














Therefore, by (9), 
江 ≪(P(logP)0)½(Pz—• ≪Pz―打logQ)豆
This completes the proof. 
?
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5. EXPONENTIAL SUMS WITH GENERALIZED DIVISOR FUNCTIONS 
The next lemma gives a variant of Linnik's identity which is used by Drappeau 
and Topacogullari [2]. 
Lemma 10 (Drappeau-Topacogullari-Linnk identity). Let a be a complex number, 
z~2 be a real number and K~1 be a positive integer. Then for any positive integer 








Proof. See [2, Theorem 3.3] 
We fi叫 lyarrive at the proof of Lemma 1. 
?
Proof of Lemma 1. We may assume that P :; Q and Q is sufficiently large. Let 
B1(A, k) be the constant in Lemma 4 and屁 (A)be the constant in Lemma 9. Let 
B(A) :=max(2B1(A,0), .. ,2B1(A,5),2恥 (A)).
We apply Lemma 10 with z := (2P)¼and K = 5.Then, since P < n :;P'implies 
n :;z見wecan apply Lemma 10 for every term on the left-hand side to obtain 
L Ta(n)e (名） ≪supIS斗
P<n'.':'.P' O'.':'.k'.':'.5 
where 
sk = L Ta-k(d)Tk(m)e (羞）．
P<dm<P' 
Pmax(d)::;z 
We estimate each Sk separately. 
We first introduce the decomposition 





For the sum Sk,l, we apply Lemma 4. By definition, 









By our choice of B(A) and by Lemma 4, this gives 
如くく (P(logQ)-A+ P2Q―1)(log Q/-1区 ITa-k(d)I 
d 
dく2P
≪(P(logQ)-A + P2Q―1)(logQ)l<>l+9, 
where we used Lemma 2. 
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For the sum Sk,2, we apply Lemma 9. By definition, 




Since in the inner sum on the right-hand side, we have P/m ;:=P2 and 
z = (2P)¼:::; (2P/m)丸
by using Lemma 2, we can apply Lemma 9 to obtain 
Sk,2≪(P(logQ)-A + p!Q→ +Pz→) (log Q)研+~L Tk(m) 
m 
m<2P 
≪(P(logQ)-A + p! い） (log Q)研 +9_
By combining the above estimates, we arrive at the lemma. 
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